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Ex. 2. A uniform thin rod of length 2 (a + b) rests on two points of support in a horizontal line whose distance apart is 2a. Show that, if the middle point and the two free ends are on the same horizontal line, b/a must be the positive root of the cubic 3r3 + 9r2-3r-5=0.
Ex. 3. A uniform heavy rod rests on any number of points of support in the same horizontal line. Let A, B, C, D, E be any consecutive five of these, and let their distances apart be a, 6, c, d. Prove that the pressures JR2> ^3* -84, at J5, C, D are connected by the linear relation a.R2+£J23+yR4=£w5, where
5 = (a + b) (b + c) (c 4- d) (b + c + d) (a + b + c)
Ex. 4.    Prove that the deflection y at any point Q between B and <7, in Ex. 3, is given by
Ex. 5. A wire is bent into the form of a circle of radius c, and the tendency at every point to become straight varies as the curvature. Show that, if it be made to rotate about any diameter with a small angular velocity w, it will assume the form
of an ellipse whose axes are 2c (I ± —^— ), m being the mass of a unit of length,
\       i^ / and fjL/c the couple necessary to bend the straight line into the circle. [Math. T. 1868.]
Ex. 6. A heavy elastic flexible wire originally straight is soldered perpendicularly into a vertical wall. If the deflection is not small prove that the difference between the tension at any point P and the weight of a portion of the wire whose length is the height of P above the free end is proportional to the square of the curvature at P.                                                                       [May Exam.]
Ex. 7. A flexible wire is pushed into a smooth tube forming an arc of a circle, and lies in a principal plane of the tube ; prove that it will only touch it in a series of isolated points, and that if it only touch the inner circumference at one point, the pressure there will be 4J57 cos a (sin a — sin 7) /a2 sin2 a, where a is the inner radius of the tube, 2<x the angle subtended at the centre by the wire, y the angle at which either end of it meets the wire, and E the coefficient of flexibility. [Math. T. 1871.]
Ex. 8.   Three very slightly flexible rods are hinged at the extremities so as to form a triangle, and are attracted by a centre of force attracting according to the law of nature situated in the centre of the inscribed circle.  Show that the curvature of any side, as A3, at the point of contact of the inscribed circle varies as cos \A + cos ^B - cos b C cos ^ 0
Ex. 9. Equal distances AB, BC, CD are measured along a light rod which is supported horizontally by pegs at B, D below the rod and C above. A weight is now hung on at A, producing at that point a deflection. Find how much B must be moved horizontally towards A that the deflection may be unaltered when the peg D is removed.                                                                             [Coll. Exam. 1888.]
25. Ex. 1. A uniform heavy rod rests symmetrically on 2w + l supports placed at equal distances apart, and the altitudes are such that the weight of the rod is
'I
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